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EMMA DUFFY

MY GUILTY PLEASURE THIS WINTER IS…
Spending the entire weekend snuggling with bae.

THIS SEASON I'M LUSTING OVER…
Chunky scarves, ankle boots and oversized jumpers. Winter fashion is my favourite!

READ MY…
Beauty trend report on page 48.

ANTHEA ALLEN
MY GUILTY PLEASURE
THIS WINTER IS…
Curling up in my gifted Masini & Chern
pyjama set with a hot chocolate for a
little bit of Netflix downtime.
It gets pretty hectic in the salon so I
cherish cold rainy days at home
to unwind and relax.

THIS SEASON
I'M LUSTING OVER…
A toss up between a pair of
Marc Jacobs Rocket Metallic
Chelsea Boots and an Alice and
Olivia Lila Silk Bomber Jacket.
Actually, I think I deserve both!
I just need to save a few dollars first.

READ MY…
Effortlessly undone hair
tutorial on page 58.

THOMAS BLEACH
MY GUILTY PLEASURE THIS WINTER IS…
A boyfriend pillow, because I'm single and need something to cuddle to stay warm.

THIS SEASON I'M LUSTING OVER…
Denim jackets! They are definitely making a massive comeback.

READ MY…
Top song picks for heating things up under the covers on page 94.

DR. VESNA
GRUBACEVIC
HANNA SLOAN
MY GUILTY PLEASURE
THIS WINTER IS…
Mac and cheese! It's the perfect cold
weather comfort food.

THIS SEASON I'M
LUSTING OVER…
Over-the-knee boots. I can't get
enough of them!

READ MY…
Advice on looking good naked this
winter on page 90.

MY GUILTY PLEASURE
THIS WINTER IS…
Watching my Wonder Woman
DVD TV series.

THIS SEASON
I'M LUSTING OVER…
Boots, boots and more boots.

READ MY…
Tips for gaining confidence in the
bedroom on page 92.
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LACKING CONFIDENCE
IN THE BEDROOM?
Effectively initiating romance, doing
things differently and communicating
your desires all requires self-assurance.
Here is how...

HAVE CLARITY
Confidently asking for what you want begins with your
clarity. If you are unsure about what you like, it makes it
harder to ask for what you want and for your partner to
meet your desires.

GIVE THANKS
If you ignore your partner's good deeds he may stop
fulfilling your desires. When your significant other gives
you what you like, acknowledge it to encourage him to
give you more of what you like. Showing gratitude will
also strengthen your self-assurance.

BE GENEROUS
Make sure you understand your lover's desires and
reciprocate. When you give generously and without
resentment or expectation, he will be more willing to meet
your needs in return. Those that give, gain satisfaction
and more.

DITCH THE RUT
Get out of a rut and build your esteem by doing different
things and spicing things up. Get inspiration from movies,
books, music, fashion, scents, your lover's comments and
reactions, and your imagination. Arrange an unexpected
surprise that you will both enjoy.

BE A GO GETTER
Instead of waiting for your significant other to initiate
romance, be spontaneous. Surprise him by occasionally
taking the lead and turning up the heat. A cheeky kiss,
subtle touch, intimate hug, flirty look or seductive smile
will send the right signals.

THE RIGHT MINDSET
Put yourself in a positive frame of mind by thinking about
a time in the past when you felt incredible within yourself
(eg. in your career, on holidays, etc). Then you will feel
the confidence you felt at the time, and be in the right
mindset to also ask your partner for what you want.
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